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To answer major evolutionary questions, we need a better understanding of the effects of
mutations on specific functions and organism fitness. The aim of this thesis was to elucidate
how new functions evolve and potential trade-offs with the original function.
Paper I identified a bimodal distribution of fitness effects of mutations in Salmonella enterica
HisA protein. Most mutations negatively affected protein function but the effect was masked
at high gene expression. Expression levels and the extent to which the studied protein limited
growth were important in determining the fitness effects of mutations. No fitness prediction tool
was satisfactorily alone but in combination predictions were improved.
In Paper II, S. enterica HisA was evolved to acquire TrpF activity. Numerous pathways
towards improved TrpF activity were examined and several improvement mechanisms were
identified. Improved TrpF activity extensively reduced the original activity, generalist enzymes
were rare and restoring original activity after an initial loss was difficult. Furthermore,
expression levels had a major impact on the shape of the trade-off curve.
In Paper III, adaptation during serial passage of Escherichia coli and S. enterica under
laboratory conditions were examined. Adaptive mutations were identified in four different
laboratory media and their fitness effects were determined. Little overlap in mutation spectra
was found in the different media and species suggesting that adaptation was media-specific.
Furthermore, media adaptation mutations reduced the accuracy of fitness assays and the use of
pre-adapted strains improved the sensitivity of fitness assays 10-fold.
Paper IV examined evolution of novel metabolic capabilities in S. enterica by analyzing
growth on 124 non-native carbon sources. Growth was observed on 25 compounds and for five
of these, the causative mutation was identified. Increased gene expression of cryptic genes was
a major mechanism for acquiring the novel phenotypes.
In conclusion, my results show that in most cases many types of mutations can improve
a function and allow adaptive evolution but this often is associated with a trade-off and loss
in other abilities. Increased gene expression was a major mechanism by which bacteria could
compensate for loss of an activity as well as acquire new metabolic capabilities.
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Evolution is a light illuminating all facts,
a curve that all lines must follow.
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
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Introduction

“I think” Charles Darwin wrote in 1859 right next to a drawing of the first
evolutionary tree illustrating the origin of species (Figure 1) (Darwin 1859).
Without any understanding of genetics, he introduced the theory of evolution
driven by natural selection, or “survival of the fittest” as it was later termed
(Darwin 1859). He defined it as “the principle by which each slight variation
[of a trait], if useful, is preserved,” meaning that the diversity we observe
among living organisms is a result of numerous generations of natural selection where the organisms most adapted to their surroundings will prosper and
others will diminish or go extinct. The diversity of organisms we see around
us arose by descent and further development from the most well–adapted creatures of the past, giving rise to the tree of life (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Tree of life as sketched by Darwin. “The affinities of all the beings of the
same class have sometimes been represented by a great tree. I believe this simile
largely speaks the truth.” – Charles Darwin (1859)
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Despite the importance of inheritance for his theories, Darwin did not understand the mechanisms behind it. In the late 19th century, Gregor Mendel studied these mechanisms by examining trait inheritance and noted that traits are
passed down to offspring by discrete “units of inheritance” (Mendel 1866;
Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2009). Today we know that these “units of
inheritance” are genes within the DNA (genome) of an organism and that it is
genetic diversity within populations that makes evolution by natural selection
possible. Other driving forces for evolution might be mutation, drift, or migration.
Darwin’s theories of evolution explain how the first simple organisms on
earth developed into the complex lifeforms we see today. But how did the first
lifeforms arise? The most prevailing theory is that they developed through
abiogenesis, a chemical phase before the biological (i.e. Darwinian and evolutionary) phase (Follmann and Brownson 2009; Pross 2011). Today’s life on
earth can hence be said to have developed from a prebiotic stage where simple
chemistry allowed for non–living but self–reproducing matter. This was used
for the formation of membranes that were then able to protect the synthesis of
RNA–like molecules and created a suitable environment for certain types of
chemistry required for life. A biotic stage then followed with simple organisms susceptible to evolution by natural selection (Mansy et al. 2008; Pross
2011).
With today’s knowledge and technology, we can study the molecular
mechanisms (genetics) behind different traits and their evolution. This enables
us to understand pressing questions such as pathogenesis of bacteria, how they
infect humans and how they can survive antibiotic treatment (i.e. become resistant to the antibiotics). These bacteria are threatening modern medicine,
making trivial infections potentially non–curable and lethal. By understanding
the evolutionary mechanisms behind this we can develop better treatments,
develop new antibiotics, and hinder the spread of severe diseases in our globalized society.
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Fitness
Darwin’s theories about natural selection stipulate that the most well adapted
organisms will prosper and the poorly adapted will diminish. But what defines
“adapted?
“Adaptedness” of an organism is called “fitness” and can be seen as a measurement of the ability of that organism to survive and reproduce in a population. Major evolutionary questions about how genetic diseases arise (Yue et
al. 2005; Eyre-Walker et al. 2006) and how we can combat antibiotic resistance (Andersson and Hughes 2010; Jacquier et al. 2013; Firnberg et al.
2014; Knight et al. 2015) is dependent on our understanding of what is evolutionarily beneficial, how organisms can adapt to changing environments, and
the impact of most mutations. All these questions relate to fitness. However,
it is not possible to uniformly define what traits can be considered to provide
a high fitness. Instead, the definition of what is considered to be fit, how fitness is measured, and what it tells us about evolution varies and depends on
the research question of interest.
For example, regarding antibiotic resistance, fitness can be defined in several different ways. First, one can measure susceptibility to a certain antibiotic
in vitro. In an antibiotic–containing environment, bacteria susceptible to that
antibiotic would be defined as having a low fitness compared to resistant ones.
In vitro testing is important for determining treatment success or failure with
a certain antibiotic in clinics (Doern 2011), but the fitness of bacteria in the
human body cannot always be directly inferred from in vitro experiments, as
the bacteria in the human body would also be affected by the immune system.
As antibiotic resistance commonly comes with a cost (Andersson and Hughes
2010), bacteria resistant to antibiotics are usually growing slower in an antibiotic–free environment compared to the susceptible ones – i.e. in the absence
of antibiotics, resistant bacteria are less fit.
To study the effect of antibiotic-resistance mutations, it is common to
measure changes in minimal selective concentration (Gullberg et al. 2011;
Jacquier et al. 2013; Firnberg et al. 2014; Knight et al. 2015). Measurements
of MIC are indeed relevant for evolution of antibiotic resistance, but only displays the minimal concentration inhibiting growth. It does not directly describe the fitness of the organism that would also be dependent on the growth
environment and concentration of the antibiotic present.
In another study of fitness effects, fitness of mutations in a green fluorescent protein (GFP) that was moved from its native organism (the jellyfish Aequorea victoria) to Escherichia coli was measured (Sarkisyan et al. 2016).
The GFP–encoding gene was overexpressed and fitness was assayed as fluorescence at a certain wavelength with conditions far from the native conditions
of A. victoria. As fluorescence has no benefit to E. coli in any environment,
the measurements had no correlation to the organismal fitness of E. coli but is
purely an assessment of the protein function.
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To understand and predict evolutionary outcomes, it is essential to understand the effects of fitness at the protein level. However, function of a protein
should not be confused with fitness of an organism. Protein function and organismal fitness are often linked, but not always. For an enzyme, protein function is a product of the level of folded and functional protein (dosage) and the
specific activity of the protein (Protein function ∝ Protein dose × Protein activity) (Soskine and Tawfik 2010). Higher expression (i.e. increased gene dosage) of a gene can hence compensate for a poor activity and no functional
change of the protein would be observed. Higher dosage of a gene/protein can
be achieved through amplification of the gene (Aharoni et al. 2005; Näsvall et
al. 2012). With a high expression level of a gene/protein, a large drop in protein function can be tolerated before organismal fitness is affected. Higher expression levels can also yield higher tolerance to antibiotics. A dramatic increase in expression (e.g. as a result from extensive amplifications) often
comes with a cost (Adler et al. 2014). Organisms strive to balance the need of
increase in tolerance and the loss of fitness resulting from such increases in
expression.

Effective population size
The effective population size (Ne) describes how big an idealized population
(i.e. a population with the same number of reproductive males and females,
same amount of children per parent, random mating and a constant population
size over generations) would be in order for the genetic diversity to be the
same as in the actual population of size N (Husband and Barrett 1992). The
effective population size is smaller than the actual population and is important
in genetic models as it provides a single number and allows for analysis of the
effect of population size with simplified approximations of demographic, genetic and spatial structuring (Wakeley 2008; Charlesworth 2009). The effective population size is the harmonic mean of the actual population size at different timepoints. When the actual population size change, this affects the effective population size but with a delay (Husband and Barrett 1992). At times
when the actual population size is small (bottle–necks), the genetic variability
is limited which will then be reflected in calculations of the effective population size (Wright 1940). (Wright 1940). The human population has only recently become large (N = 7.6×109 (United Nations 2017)), but still the effective population size is only 104 (Yu 2004). Effective population size is also of
great importance when it comes to experimental evolution since it affects the
fate of new mutations (e.g. the probability of fixation of a beneficial mutation)
(Wahl et al. 2002).
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Mutations and how to find them
A mutation is in its most basic definition a heritable change in the nucleotide
sequence of a genome. Mutations can be said to affect either the content of the
genome or the amount of DNA. There can be large content changes such as
genome rearrangements or smaller changes in the form of mutations of a single nucleotide. The amount of DNA can be changed either by amplification of
existing DNA, by introduction of new DNA by horizontal gene transfer or by
deletions (Figure 2). The frequencies of these different events vary between
organisms and environment and are highly dependent on the fitness effect of
the mutation and selective pressure. Even though these mechanisms are diverse across different types of organisms, the mechanisms described in this
work are specific to the bacterial species E. coli and S. enterica.

Figure 2. Mutations in a genome. Mutation size ranges from very small to very
large, and can affect both the content of the genome and the amount of DNA. Large
mutations can be amplifications, deletions, introduction of a new gene by horizontal
gene transfer, or inversions. Smaller changes often take place within coding sequences and can be as small as single nucleotide changes (deletions, substitutions, or
insertions).

Given an observed change in phenotype during evolution, there are several
ways of studying the genetics behind these changes. One method is via a ‘bottom–up’ approach in which a wild–type copy of a suspected mutated gene is
introduced, a gene is inactivated, or in any other way where the phenotypic
effect is compensated by changing or providing genetic material (Wassenaar
and Gaastra 2001). However, this approach requires previous knowledge
about the genetics behind a certain trait, and can be extremely time consuming
(Nowrousian et al. 2012).
Modern techniques allow for ‘top–down’ approaches such as whole genome sequencing, which enables one to sequence and compare the full
15

genomes of the changed (the evolved) and non–changed (the wild–type) variants and determine all genetic differences (Dettman et al. 2012). The genetic
differences in the evolved variants can then be attributed to the changed phenotype.
Even though whole genome sequencing provides a list of all mutations in
the genome following an evolution experiment, only a small fraction of these
mutations are responsible for the fitness increase (Dettman et al. 2012). Thus,
the ‘bottom–up’ and ‘top–down’ approaches are usually combined to determine what mutations that are responsible for the increase in fitness.

Effects of mutations
Although small in size, single nucleotide substitutions can have a large impact
on organism fitness. Their emergence can have many different origins, such
as errors in DNA replication, mistakes in DNA repair or external induction by
chemicals or radiation. Depending on the position of the mutation, i.e. within
genes or in intergenic regions, the effect of the mutation will vary. Mutations
within genes are expected to have the greatest impact on fitness and are divided into three classes – synonymous, nonsynonymous, and nonsense mutations. Synonymous mutations change the codon sequence but not the amino
acid sequence, whereas nonsynonymous mutations change the amino acid sequence of the protein. Nonsense mutations introduce a premature stop codon,
resulting in a truncated (and often nonfunctional) protein. All natural selection
is based on variability within genomes in a population and mutations occur at
random over time. The overall effect of mutations on fitness can be classified
into three major categories based on their predicted impact on evolution: beneficial, neutral, and deleterious (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Effects of mutations. Mutations occurring within a genome can either be
beneficial (increased fitness, green area), neutral (not affecting fitness, yellow area)
or deleterious (decreasing fitness, red area).
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Beneficial mutations increase the fitness of the organism whereas neutral mutations will have no effect on organism fitness. Deleterious mutations are
harmful to the organism and have a high probability of reducing survival or
fertility of the organism (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007).
Neutral mutations can accumulate within genomes over time (random genetic drift) (Figure 4A) (Husband and Barrett 1992; Bloom et al. 2007; Burch
et al. 2007; Charlesworth 2009), whereas beneficial mutations will be selected
for (Luria and Delbrück 1943; Roy 2016) (Figure 4). This selection can be a
direct adaption to environmental conditions (Figure 4B) or as compensation
to deleterious mutations (Figure 4C). Like all other types of mutations, deleterious mutations occur by chance, but unlike beneficial mutations they will
be selected against (so called purifying selection) and are generally lost over
time (Figure 4D).

Figure 4. Effects of mutations during evolution. Mutations can have neutral, beneficial, or deleterious effects on organismal fitness. (A) Neutral mutations (yellow circles) with no effect on fitness, can accumulate over time by random genetic drift.
(B) Beneficial mutations (green triangles and stars) can be fixed by direct adaption
to selective conditions, (C) or by compensating the cost of deleterious mutations.
(D) Deleterious mutations (red triangles), that have a negative effect on the organismal fitness, can be selected against by purifying selection.
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There are hypotheses that state an organism can increase its mutation rate
at certain locations within its genome (such as in a gene encoding an enzyme
e.g.) to enable more efficient adaptation (Martincorena and Luscombe 2013).
However, the support for this is weak and the prevailing theory is that mutations occur by chance (Roy 2016).
Effects of mutations can be determined experimentally, or estimated by
comparing sequence data from related organisms or proteins. By comparing
sequence data, conclusions can be made about which amino acid changes have
not been selected against during millions of years of evolution (i.e. the variability of amino acids in different positions). Furthermore, it can also reveal
which positions are conserved in genomes or proteins, providing insight into
which positions are important for survival (Mirny and Shakhnovich 1999;
Franzosa and Xia 2009; Worth et al. 2009; Daudé et al. 2013; Nevin Gerek et
al. 2013; Shahmoradi et al. 2014; Sikosek and Chan 2014; Yeh et al. 2014;
Echave et al. 2016).

Synonymous mutations and mutations affecting the RNA
Synonymous mutations usually have relatively small effects but can still influence the evolutionary outcomes of different species. There is a bias in
which codons are used to encode a particular amino acid and changing a codon
to a synonymous codon could alter the translation efficiency of a gene. It has
been estimated that the fitness cost of non–optimal codons ranges from 10−4
10−9 per codon per generation in E. coli (Bulmer 1991; Hartl et al. 1994) and
was determined to be 10-4 per codon per generation in a highly expressed gene
. Selection pressure varies among
in S. enterica (
species and genes but codon usage can in some cases affect protein expression
by several orders of magnitude (Welch et al. 2009; Tuller et al. 2010). Changes
in the translation rate of a protein can impact protein folding and subsequently
fitness (Tuller et al. 2010; Jacobson and Clark 2016). mRNA levels as a result
of changes in mRNA secondary structure can be also be affected by synonymous substitutions leading to reduced fitness of the organism (Kudla et al.
2009; Tuller et al. 2010; Sabarinathan et al. 2013). Changes in the first ~40
nucleotides of an mRNA have the greatest impact on fitness. The region is
close to the ribosome binding site, and perturbations to ribosome binding and
translation initiation can cause a 250–fold difference in protein levels (Tuller
et al. 2010).

Nonsynonymous mutations
Nonsynonymous mutations that change the amino acid sequence of a protein
can affect the function of the protein. Effects on fitness of the organism expressing the protein vary greatly. Mutations in an enzyme can change the
amino acids directly involved in the active site rendering the enzyme
18

nonfunctional or severely damaged, which can have a lethal or highly deleterious effect on organism fitness (Cupples and Miller 1988; Daudé et al. 2013).
Mutations that do not affect the active site directly can still have a major impact on fitness by changing the stability or conformation of an enzyme that
hinders the catalysis of the reaction (Echave et al. 2016). The impact on fitness
and subsequent evolution is affected by the type of amino acid change, e.g.
how the amino acid size and polarity changes (Cupples and Miller 1988;
Suckow et al. 1996). By analyzing related sequences, amino acid changes have
been studied and scoring measures have been generated to analyze the relationship between amino acid sequences in multiple sequence alignments such
as the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) (Grantham 1974; Dayhoff et al. 1978; Henikoff and Henikoff 1992; Altschul 1997). These scoring
measures are calculated for single amino acid changes and are generalized to
be used for any protein. Changes from for example alanine to valine (both
small, non–polar) are scored as less deleterious than changing threonine
(small, polar) to tryptophan (large, hydrophobic). The changes in size and polarity of a mutated residue will also affect the protein structure. Early studies
determined that mutating amino acids buried deep within a protein are less
tolerated in evolution, indicating that mutations that affect the relative accessible surface area of amino acids will have an impact on the function of the
protein (Hubbard and T.J.P. Hubbard 1987; Lim and Sauer 1989; Overington
et al. 1990; Topham et al. 1993), and additional support has been presented in
recent years (Ramsey et al. 2011; Shahmoradi et al. 2014). An alternative
measure of the accessibility of the amino acids is their packing density, i.e.
how many other amino acids surround a particular amino acid (Marcos and
Echave 2015).
The stability of a protein can also be measured by the fraction of properly
folded protein, directly linked to and assessed by the folding stability and free
energy ΔG (Jacquier et al. 2013). Most mutations destabilize the protein structure and even though the changes are usually small, destabilizing mutations
have an impact on protein fitness and can in rare cases cause complete loss of
protein function (Shortle et al. 1990; Green et al. 1992; Meeker et al. 1996;
Chen and Stites 2001; Holder et al. 2001; Serrano et al.). Loss in stability leads
to a lower probability of proper folding, resulting in a lower availability of
functional protein. Some stabilizing mutations might not affect protein function but could increase the tolerance to other destabilizing mutations, whereas
others might cause a loss in flexibility and activity, and thus be associated with
a fitness cost (DePristo et al. 2005; Jacquier et al. 2013).
Some proteins such as those with the TIM barrel fold (also known as (βα)8–
barrel) contain distinct domains to stabilize the protein and provide catalytic
activity (Höcker et al. 2001). The fold consists of a base of α–helices and β–
sheets that form a rigid structure and provides stability (usually referred to as
the “stability face”). Flexible loops are connected to this base and contain the
residues responsible for the catalytic activity (usually referred to as the
19

“catalytic face”) (Höcker et al. 2001). This division of labor can make it difficult to accurately predict effects on protein function as changes in different
biophysical properties might have different effect depending on the region of
change (stability or catalytic face).

Distribution of fitness effects
Every mutation in the genome or a certain protein can affect organismal fitness
which can then influence the possible evolutionary pathways for the organism.
Elucidating these effects is the key to understanding certain diseases (Yue et
al. 2005; Eyre-Walker et al. 2006), how to maintain healthy population sizes
(Silander et al. 2007), and antibiotic resistance development (Wang et al.
2002; Jacquier et al. 2013; Firnberg et al. 2014; Knight et al. 2015).The distribution of these effects, i.e. the distribution of fitness effects of new mutations (DFE), describes the probability distribution of the effect on fitness from
a new mutation (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Distribution fitness effects (DFE). The DFE describes the probability of
certain mutations having a given fitness effect. The distribution is unique for any
condition, organism, or protein, but commonly have one or several peaks. A narrow
peak at high fitness (A) indicates that most mutations have little or no effect. If a distribution has a broad peak at lower fitness, the effect of most mutations is deleterious
but the effects are highly variable. Some distributions have several peaks with most
mutations having either a large effect, or little to no effect on fitness.

A study of the impact of mutations in the active site of the β–lactamase TEM–
1 on antibiotic resistance for example showed that this enzyme can evolve
towards having a larger active site to handle larger penicillins. The larger active site rendered the enzyme less stable and these findings have led to the
development of new inhibitors that can be used in the battle against antibiotic
resistance (Wang et al. 2002).
What is beneficial or deleterious effects of mutations in a long–term evolutionary perspective depends not only on the fitness change from a single
mutation in the organism but also on the overall population size. Their
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combined effect will determine the probability of fixation of the mutation in
the population, Q, according to equation

𝑄≈

𝑁& 𝑠
1
×
𝑁
1 − e,-./ 0

where Ne is the effective population size, N the total population size and s the
selection coefficient (Kimura 1962). Neutral mutations are subjected to random genetic drift and will have |𝑁& 𝑠| ≪ 1, i.e. either mutations with a very
small impact on the fitness of the organism or organisms with a very small
effective population size. For s < 0, the mutation will have a deleterious effect
on the organism and for s > 0 the effect will be beneficial. Fractions of deleterious, neutral and beneficial mutations (i.e. the distribution of fitness effects)
will depend on the organism, the environment for that organism, and the type
of mutation (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007; Keightley and Eyre-Walker
2010).
When assessing the DFE, a single point in evolution is used as a starting
point and possible outcomes are studied given this starting point. Beneficial
mutations are rare and once one is fixed, the probability that additional beneficial mutations will further improve fitness is low (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007). When acquiring a deleterious mutation, there are more mutations
available that are beneficial and can compensate for the deleterious mutation
(Björkman 2000). Neutral mutations that stabilize the protein can buffer the
effects of otherwise deleterious mutations (de Visser et al. 2003; Bloom et al.
2005). The DFE is hence highly dependent on the chosen starting point and
can change as soon as a mutation is introduced.

Beneficial mutations
Beneficial mutations tend to be rare, and under the assumption of the extreme
value theory, those found are exponentially distributed (Kassen and Bataillon
2006; Orr 2006; Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007; MacLean and Buckling
2009). This means that beneficial mutations are uncommon and most of those
that exist have a very small effect on fitness. The fraction of beneficial mutations varies between species and experiments. Studies have found that 7 % of
mutations introduced into the β–lactamase TEM–1 in E. coli are beneficial
(Firnberg et al. 2014), 4 % of mutations in an RNA virus are beneficial
(Sanjuán et al. 2004), 3 % in AraC, AraD and AraE proteins of S. enterica
(Lind et al. 2017), 2 % in the bacteriophage f1 (Peris et al. 2010), none in the
bacteriophage φ6 (Burch et al. 2007), none in E. coli (Elena et al. 1998), none
in ribosomal proteins of Salmonella enterica (Lind et al. 2010), and close to
none in humans (Zhang and Li 2005). The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster,
is a rare case in which many substitutions are beneficial. Almost 15 % of all
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substitutions within the genome are estimated to be beneficial (Andolfatto
2005).
This indicates that most organisms are well–adapted for their niche, and
that it is uncommon to extensively improve existing proteins. It is generally
accepted that if |𝑁& 𝑠| > 1, a mutation will be under selection. Thus, in E. coli
with a suggested Ne of 107 (Charlesworth 2006), an |s| < 10−7 is neutral and
beneficial mutations are commonly fixed (Silander et al. 2007). Conversely,
for organisms or populations with a small effective population size, beneficial
mutations will commonly be lost as a result of genetic drift (Silander et al.
2007). Due to clonal interference, mutations with small beneficial effects will
only rarely become fixed in nature (Rozen et al. 2002; de Visser and Rozen
2006).

Deleterious mutations
The distribution of deleterious effects is more complex as it ranges from complete loss–of–function mutations to smaller effects. Lethal and weakly deleterious effects are more common than other deleterious effects resulting in a
bimodal U–shaped distribution (Eyre-Walker et al. 2006; Eyre-Walker and
Keightley 2007). Lethal mutations are not present in all experimental systems
(Lind et al. 2010) but in other systems up to 40 % of the mutations were observed to be lethal (Wloch et al. 2001; Sanjuán et al. 2004). In studies that
focused on single proteins, the fraction of deleterious mutations have been
reported to vary from 4–10 % (Soskine and Tawfik 2010; Jacquier et al. 2013;
Firnberg et al. 2014; Sarkisyan et al. 2016; Lind et al. 2017).
It is not surprising that the DFE varies given the organism, protein, or genome mutations studied. Mutations in different sites within genomes (e.g. coding and non–coding regions) will have diverse effects on fitness and the DFE
for single point mutations might be distinct from the DFE for random transposon insertions. The DFE tends to shift towards more deleterious as the
amount of accumulated mutations within a single gene (Sarkisyan et al. 2016).
Mutations with very large effects can only be studied in a laboratory setting. In nature, they are subject to purifying selection and are subsequently
removed from the population over time. Effects of purifying selection will
depend on effective population size, as small population sizes will allow for
slightly deleterious mutations to accumulate and reach fixation by random genetic drift, a phenomenon known as Muller’s ratchet (Butcher 1995).

Neutral mutations
Mutations with a very small effect can be challenging to detect in a laboratory
setting as a result of limited resolution in the experiments (Davies 1999; Denver et al. 2004). While |s| < 10−3 is the highest resolution reported in a laboratory setting, evolution can act on fitness differences as small as |s| < 10−7 in
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bacteria with large Ne (Lind et al. 2017). Even though effects of a mutation in
a protein can have an effect on organismal fitness of |s| < 10−7, it is unlikely
that it is completely neutral with regard to protein function. All changes can
have some sort of effect on the protein, even if it is negligibly small and not
selected for or against. From an evolutionary perspective, neutral mutations
are those that have |𝑁& 𝑠| ≪ 1 and these can only be fixed over time due to
genetic drift (Ohta 1992) or by hitchhiking with beneficial mutations (Lang et
al. 2013). What is neutral during the course of evolution will hence be dependent on the population size as well as the direct effect of the mutation. In species
with a large effective population size, the fraction of neutral mutations is
hence predicted to be lower. The effect of population size on neutrality also
implies that the larger the population size, the more well–adapted the species
will be as more of the smaller effect advantageous mutations will be selectable.
In humans that have an effective population size of about 104, it is estimated
that the fraction of slightly deleterious mutations (s > 10−7) and neutral mutations is around 44–57 % of all mutations (Charlesworth 2009; Bataillon and
Bailey 2014). Previous studies on microorganisms, with bacterial population
sizes estimated to 106–107(Charlesworth 2006; Eyre-Walker and Keightley
2007; Charlesworth 2009), have reported a fraction of 30–56 % of the mutations as undistinguishable from wild–type controls (Sanjuán et al. 2004; Peris
et al. 2010; Lind et al. 2017). Only in one study the seemingly neutral mutations were detected at a frequency of 5 % neutral mutations (Lind et al. 2010).
In Drosophilia, the fraction of mutations that are neutral has been reported to
be 16 % (Eyre-Walker 2002), and for enteric bacteria, 3 % (Charlesworth
2006).
To assess the fitness of many seemingly neutral mutations and to circumvent limitations of direct measurements, DFEs have also been studied using
DNA sequence data. This technique relies on mutation frequencies in populations and relates them to the deleteriousness of the mutation under the assumption that more deleterious mutations are less likely to be widespread in a population as negative selection would act against them (Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007). The efficiency of selection also depends on the effective population
size and by comparing different genomes or genomic regions and their populations sizes, conclusions can be made about the mutational effects and the
DFE (Charlesworth 2009). This technique is powerful and can be used to analyze vast amounts of data but can also yield misleading results. The methodology is dependent on defining neutral sites (i.e. sites where most mutational
changes are neutral) that can be compared with the evolution of mutations in
sites under selection (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 2010). If these chosen neutral sites are in fact not neutral but under selection, the estimate of the mutational effect would be incorrect and conclusions about a certain DFE could be
invalid.
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Trade–offs
To be good at something, organisms usually have to compromise on something else, i.e. if an organism invests resources in maintaining one trait it will
most likely loose in fitness for another trait (Lenoir 1984; Ferenci 2016) –
there is a tradeoff between the traits (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Trade–offs between new and old function in proteins. During evolution towards acquiring a new trait, organisms commonly lose in fitness for an existing trait.
This trade–off can either be weak; with large gains in the new function and little loss
in the original function, or strong; with small gains in the new function at the expense of large losses in original function. During evolution towards a new function
(from specializing in function A to specializing in function B), generalist stages can
occur where an organism or protein possesses both functions, most often with a reduced capability.

All evolutionary adaptive processes are subject to trade–offs. Regardless of
the beneficial effect of acquiring mutations and new functions, mutations will
not be fixed during evolution if there is a severe deleterious effect on another
important function (Tokuriki et al. 2008). This limitation prevents all living
organisms from having perfect fitness in several different environments
(Ferenci 2016) (Figure 6). Elucidating the mechanisms and impact of these
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mutational effects on protein function and organism fitness (i.e. their trade–
offs) is the key to understanding evolutionary dynamics (DePristo et al. 2005;
Pal et al. 2006; Poelwijk et al. 2007; Camps et al. 2008).
Evolutionary trade–offs have a major impact on a broad range of microbial
processes (Ferenci 2016), such as antibiotic resistance, which is a major challenge for today’s healthcare (Rice 2009). Several studies have shown that resistance comes with a cost (Andersson and Hughes 2010), and that this cost
can be due to a trade–off between removing or having fully functional outer
membrane porins (Wang et al. 2002; Pages et al. 2008; Delcour 2009;
Tängdén et al. 2013). Closing or mutating outer membrane porins can confer
resistance to antibiotics as well as to bacteriophages and toxic compounds (Nikaido 2003; Sugawara and Nikaido 2005), but it will also limit access to nutrients from the surroundings. Highest level of resistance is achieved by removal of all porins but fully functional porins are required for optimal uptake
of nutrients. Either of the extreme points will be strongly deleterious (lethal
effects from exposure to antibiotics, phage, or toxic compound, versus no access to nutrients, thus bacteria evolve to find the optimum trade–off between
the two states.
Three major classes of trade–offs have been identified in bacteria, each acting separately or with a combined effect: resource allocation, design constraint, and information processing (Ferenci 2016).
Resource allocation is controlled by several bacterial mechanisms. In general, a certain mechanism, protein, or pathway may have a central role in a
metabolic pathway (such as utilizing a certain molecule as a source of carbon).
Upon changes in the environment (e.g. if a new carbon source becomes available), this role can be evolved to enable the bacteria to continue to survive and
proliferate. The change in the focus of the pathway or protein will be a trade–
off on the original function (Ferenci 2005). Trade–offs between nutrient–rich
and starvation conditions (and other stresses) can to some extent be regulated
on the transcriptional level by the use of different RNA polymerases (σ–factors). The transcriptional regulator σS shifts the expression from growth–associated genes that are dependent on σ70, to genes that are involved in stress–
response. Higher expression of σS results in higher tolerance to external stress,
but under these conditions, fewer substrates can be metabolized (Nyström
2004; Maharjan et al. 2013). Trade–offs can also be observed between usage
of fast but inaccurate metabolic pathways and accurate but slow pathways.
Fast pathways are beneficial in a nutrient–rich environment but a more careful
usage of nutrients is required in nutrient poor environments (Paczia et al.
2012; Peebo et al. 2015).
At the protein level, there are trade–offs between the function of outer
membrane porins for inclusion of nutrients but exclusion of harmful compounds and phages. In many evolutionary pathways, an enzyme is involved in
adaption to a change in the environment. That particular enzyme can either be
accurate or inaccurate in the catalysis of the substrate into product (Tawfik
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2014). Accuracy is accomplished through shaping the active site of the enzyme to become optimal for carrying out a certain reaction, and improvement
of catalytic efficiency is selected for in evolution (Beard et al. 2002). On the
other hand, inaccuracy is not a selected trait but rather just the result of the
fact that beyond a certain point, accuracy can either be costly or not beneficial
enough for selection to act further on it (Murugan et al. 2012). Inaccuracy can
also provide weak secondary functions in proteins that can become beneficial
upon an environmental change, and improvement can be selected as explained
by e.g. the IAD model (Khersonsky et al. 2006; Näsvall et al. 2012; Andersson
et al. 2015).
It has also been observed that there is a trade–off between protein stability
and the evolution of new functions. In enzymes for example, catalytic efficiency is largely determined by residues in the active site (Beadle and Shoichet
2002). An active site usually has a negative impact on protein stability as the
residues are often polar in a hydrophobic environment and close to other residues with similar charges (Baldwin 2008). Furthermore, the residues can have
uncomplemented hydrogen bond donors or acceptors (only complemented in
the presence of the substrate). An active site can also expose a hydrophobic
surface that should be buried to achieve maximum stability (Beadle and Shoichet 2002). Changes in an active site that promote stability might be highly
deleterious to an enzyme’s function. Changes to the residues outside of the
active site are likely more favorable. These can increase tolerance to, and
buffer the effect of, otherwise deleterious mutations, transcriptional or translational errors, and tolerance to fluctuating environments in terms of temperature, salinity, or redox potential (de Visser et al. 2003; Bloom et al. 2005).
Even though stability buffers effects of deleterious mutations and errors, it can
also limit the ability of an enzyme to acquire new functions through mutations,
as new functions can arise from small changes in a flexible enzyme (Aharoni
et al. 2005). On the contrary, stability could also be said to increase the evolvability of an enzyme by buffering the effects of mutations beneficial for a new
activity that have a negative effect on enzyme stability – an effect seen in both
cytochrome P450 and the β–lactamase TEM–1 (Bloom et al. 2006; Bershtein
et al. 2008).
Information storage in and processing of genomes is a trade–off all bacteria
handle differently. The ability to grow in different environments is stored in
the genome and there is a cost associated with maintaining a genome. A large
genome costs more to maintain and is more prone to mutation than a small
genome, but a small genome reduces the number of environments in which a
bacterium can survive (D'Souza et al. 2014). Genome sizes vary between species, and genome reduction can give a selective advantage when certain biosynthetic genes are no longer needed, such is the case for endosymbiotic bacteria living inside other cells (Nilsson et al. 2005; McCutcheon and Moran
2011). Processing of information is also subjected to trade–offs such as the
rate versus accuracy of transcription (i.e. RNA polymerases) (Zhou et al.
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2013) and translation (i.e. ribosomes) (Ehrenberg and Kurland 1984). The
trade–offs present in DNA replication and repair systems include balancing
the accuracy of these processes against the cost and growth rate limitations of
maintaining a certain level of accuracy (Ferenci 2016). With less accuracy,
more mutations can accumulate and provide a greater diversity for further evolution. However, as mutations are usually costly, evolvability trades-off with
the cost of the mutations.
It is also known that the first mutations for gaining a new function have the
greatest impact and that the contributions of new additional mutations decrease as the number of accumulated mutations increases. These diminishing
returns have been seen in a range of different experimental systems, such as
metabolic pathways, mutation rates, and development of antibiotic resistance
(de Visser et al. 1999; MacLean et al. 2010; Chou et al. 2011; Tokuriki et al.
2012). Trade–offs are not static but rather they vary with changes in the environment. For example, when a new carbon source becomes available, the temperature shifts, or antibiotics are introduced, trade–offs will be shifted towards
the current most favorable state.

The fate of a new mutation
At strong selection pressure and low mutation rates, a beneficial mutation will
be selected for and kept in a population, the existence of neutral mutations will
be dependent on the population size, and deleterious mutations will be lost or
compensated over time. If the mutation rate increases, not only will the number of beneficial mutations increase, but so will the frequencies of neutral and
deleterious mutations. The evolutionary outcome would be dependent on the
distribution of fitness effects of mutations and selection pressure. To understand and accurately predict the outcomes of evolution, we need data on mutation rates, distribution of fitness effects, and the effective population sizes –
all of which are dependent on the genetic background of the organism and the
studied environment.
Depending on selection pressure and the time scale, different mutational
pathways are available. In a recent study, it was shown that evolutionary pathways at different selection pressures (all ultimately leading to the same evolutionary endpoint – high level of antibiotic resistance) can be very different
(Wistrand-Yuen et al. 2018). At a low selection pressure at a long period of
time, the strains studied adapted a mutator phenotype resulting in roughly 100
different point mutations per genome. Only five of these mutations were
needed to provide the highest measurable resistance (Wistrand-Yuen et al.
2018). At high selection pressure and over a short time period, no such mutator
strains were observed and the mutations providing high–level resistance were
different. The fate of a new mutation is hence highly dependent on the selection pressure and the other mutations present. Genetic variability is driven by
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selection pressure and cannot only lead to changes in mutation rate but also to
changes in rates of recombination and horizontal gene transfer (Andersson and
Hughes 2014).
Beneficial mutations, by definition, increase the fitness of an organism and
can be assumed to take over a population rapidly, resulting in sequential fixation of mutations and periods of waiting for the next beneficial mutation to
sweep (so called “periodic selection”) (Atwood et al. 1951; Paquin and Adams
1983; Conrad et al. 2011). However, in cases of large population sizes or high
mutation rates, different beneficial mutations can co–occur in different individuals within the same population. This creates competition between the alleles, a phenomenon called “clonal interference” (Lenski et al. 1991; Gerrish
and Lenski 1998; de Visser et al. 1999; Miralles et al. 1999; Rozen et al. 2002;
). As a result, the fate of a new beneficial mutation
de Visser
will not only depend on the fitness effect of that particular mutation but also
on the population size and its fitness effect in relation to other clones with
other acquired beneficial mutations within the same population. The rate of
fixation of the beneficial mutations will hence vary and some beneficial mutations might not become fixed at all.
A beneficial mutation leading to a new trait, such as resistance towards
antibiotics, can provide survival in a changed environment. However, even
though the mutation is beneficial for the changed conditions, it might yield a
fitness cost in the original environment (i.e. a trade–off) (Andersson and
Hughes 2010). The deleterious effects of a mutation can be compensated for
by another mutation in the same gene or somewhere else on the chromosome,
so that the combined effect of the mutations is neutral or beneficial (Kimura
1985; Andersson and Levin 1999; Maisnier-Patin and Andersson 2004; Tenaillon 2018). Compensation of the deleterious effects of a mutation enables
organisms to retain the new property (antibiotic resistance) and still remain
competitive in the environment (in the absence of antibiotic) (Andersson
2006; Andersson and Hughes 2010) (Figure 7).
Compensation can also be accomplished by increasing the expression of
certain enzymes, pathways, or chaperones (Gordon et al. 1994; Fares et al.
2002; de Visser et al. 2003; Tokuriki and Tawfik 2009a; Tawfik 2014; Goyal
and Chaudhuri 2015). High expression and chaperones can also buffer deleterious effects on for example enzyme kinetics by allowing for an otherwise
deleterious mutation to be introduced into a protein (Gordon et al. 1994; Fares
et al. 2002; de Visser et al. 2003; Tokuriki and Tawfik 2009a; Tawfik 2014;
Goyal and Chaudhuri 2015). This is known as robustness and defined as the
invariance of the phenotype given a change in either the environment or the
genome (de Visser et al. 2003) (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Robustness and compensation. By different buffering or compensatory
mechanisms (black arrows), fitness effects of mutations or of changes in the environment (blue circles) can be improved (blue stars). Without this robustness or compensation, organisms would be very sensitive to change (environmental or mutation)
but with it, organism can tolerate a vast number of conditions and genetic changes,
improving the ability to tolerate many different, otherwise deleterious, conditions.

Robustness phenotypes can buffer and mask the effect of deleterious mutations or environmental changes on fitness. Environmental robustness buffers
against fluctuations in the environment whereas genetic robustness buffers
against mutational changes in the genome, the latter enabling mutations to occur without loss of fitness. These can both be accomplished by chaperones
(e.g. compensation for increased temperature in the surroundings or deleterious mutations in enzymes), gene overexpression, or gene redundancy in the
genome (de Visser et al. 2003; Gu et al. 2003; Stelling et al. 2004). Robustness
allows for more mutations to be neutral and enables cryptic genetic variation
that can serve as the basis for adaptation to a new niche and thus improve the
overall evolvability of the organism (Félix and Wagner 2006; Masel and Trotter 2010) (Figure 7).
Per definition, neutral mutations do not affect the fitness of an organism.
However, the combination of several neutral mutations can lead to a significant fitness increase (Wistrand-Yuen et al. 2018). In general, if there are no
interactions between two mutations, the combined effect of the mutations
should be additive (i.e. 1 + 1 = 2), but in some occasions the combined effect
is larger than the individual contribution of the separate mutations (i.e. 1 + 1
= 3). This phenomenon is referred to as epistasis and includes all situations in
which the observed phenotype deviates from the sum of the independent effects of the mutations (de Visser et al. 2011). Combined effects that are greater
than expected are referred to as synergistic epistasis whereas combined effects
that are smaller than expected are known as antagonistic epistasis (Phillips
2008).
Robustness and epistasis are also related to one other. Both positive and
negative epistasis can evolve from purifying selection, and in certain cases,
robustness mechanisms can cause positive and negative epistasis. For example, this occurs when chaperones are induced to compensate for the effects of
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the accumulation of deleterious mutations (positive epistasis). Genetic redundancy allows for one mutation to be neutral but a combination of two mutations (in two copies of the same gene for example) to be deleterious (negative
epistasis)(de Visser et al. 2011).
The complexity of evolution with robustness and epistatic interactions
makes the accumulative effects of a mutation hard to predict.

Fitness landscapes
Understanding how a certain genotype yields a certain phenotype, and how
that phenotype compares to the organisms in a population (i.e. its relative fitness), are central questions in biological research (de Visser and Krug 2014).
This genotype–fitness map has a large role in the understanding of causes and
course of evolution and has a major role in several evolutionary questions such
as speciation, evolvability, evolution of sex, and robustness (Wright 1932).
Also known as a fitness landscape, this map is a high–dimensional map with
one dimension for every possible mutation. It is usually visualized as a three–
dimensional mountainous landscape with different genotypes in the x–y plane
and fitness on the z–axis (Figure 8). The complexity of the landscape varies
depending on the trait assessed and can be either relatively simple or rather
complex (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Fitness landscapes. Genotype–fitness maps can have as many dimensions
as there are possible mutations but can be simplified and thought of as a three–dimensional landscape. Movements in the X–Y plane represent the acquisition of mutations (the genotype space) and the Z–axis represents fitness (i.e. phenotype). By
acquiring mutations, an organism moves along the fitness landscape and can reach
local fitness peaks (maxima) or valleys (minima). The fitness landscape has one
global optimum but often several local optima. At a local optimum, the organism
risks getting caught as fitness will decrease in all movable directions. From this
point, the organism might not reach the global optima. (A) Landscapes can either be
relatively smooth with few optima and several neutral mutations or (B) very rugged
with many local optima and few neutral mutations.
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Movements in this X–Y plane (so called adaptive walks) lead to local fitness
peaks (mountain tops) or fitness valleys (Wright 1932; de Visser and Krug
2014) (Figure 8). With a complete picture of the fitness landscape, evolution
would be highly predictable as the fitness of every possible genotype would
be known. However, this is impossible. Different techniques have assayed either a large area of the genotypic space at low resolution, or assessed every
single possible variant (i.e. high resolution) but only on a very limited subset
(such as a set of a few mutations) of the genotypic space (de Visser and Krug
2014). Another approach to this problem is to study parallel evolution in microbes (large scale, low resolution) and select the most interesting mutations
and mutation combinations to assay further (small scale, high resolution)
(Wistrand-Yuen et al. 2018).
Fitness landscapes illustrate one of the most basic concepts in evolution –
fitness is often gained sequentially, and to climb the peak of a mountain it is
required to take one step at a time. However, this step–by–step climbing also
means that populations risk getting caught at local suboptimal fitness if the
landscape is rugged (DePristo et al. 2005) (Figure 8B).
Another challenge with the notion of a static fitness landscape that organisms are moving around and trying to increase their fitness within is that fitness landscapes are not always static – organisms must survive in everchanging environments. The challenge of any organism is, rather than over time
climbing a mountain, surviving on an ever–changing landscape (Gillespie
1994). In addition to sequential mutation accumulation, there are also other
ways of increasing fitness and gaining new function.

Evolution of new functions
When environments change and an organism needs to adapt to survive or take
advantage of a new niche, it might need to evolve a new function. To acquire
this new function, the organism somehow needs to acquire or create a new
gene. This can be accomplished by receiving a pre–existing gene with the required new function from another organism by horizontal gene transfer (mediated by transformation, transduction or conjugation), evolving it from a pre–
existing gene by a duplication–divergence mechanism, or generating it de
novo from noncoding DNA (Figure 9). The relative importance of these mechanisms is dependent on the time frame available and the complexity of the
new function required. Horizontal gene transfer is a much faster process but
is limited to already existing functions that are transferred between organisms,
in comparison to de novo origin and duplication–divergence that can give rise
to new functions.
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Figure 9. Origins of genes. When the environment changes, organisms need to adapt
to new conditions, which often requires the evolution of a new function by evolving
or acquiring a new gene. This can occur either by (A) acquiring a gene from another
organism by horizontal gene transfer (HGT), (B) by evolution through duplication
and divergence of a current gene that can be mutated to yield a new function, or (C)
by de novo origin where a new gene evolves from native, previously non–coding
DNA.

Horizontal gene transfer
The fastest way to acquire a new function is through horizontal gene transfer
(HGT). Fully functional genes with a clear role in an organism can be introduced into a new organism (Thomas and Nielsen 2005) (Figure 9A). The fraction of genes in bacteria that originate from a HGT event ranges from 0–25 %
and is highly dependent on the species and lifestyle of the bacteria (Nakamura
et al. 2004). Endosymbiotic bacteria with reduced genome sizes tend to have
less foreign transferred genes compared to free–living pathogens and extremophiles. HGT is also one of the major factors involved in the spread of antibiotic
resistance (Ambur et al. 2009; Barlow 2009; Juhas et al. 2009).
DNA can be transferred from an organism to another by three distinct
mechanisms: conjugation, transformation, and transduction. In conjugation,
the DNA of interest is linked (e.g. by sitting on the same plasmid) to genes
enabling physical contact with an acceptor cell. A channel is made into the
acceptor cell, and the DNA segment is copied into the acceptor. Another
mechanism of DNA transmission is through transformation, where DNA in
the environment (e.g. through lysis of the donor cell) can be taken up by a
recipient cell. DNA can also be moved by phages from a donor cell to a recipient cell upon infection (Thomas and Nielsen 2005; Soucy et al. 2015).
There are several mechanistic constraints that limit the transfer in these
ways, such as host limitations among conjugative plasmids and phages, host
cell defenses against foreign DNA, and the probability of sharing the same
growth niche (Thomas and Nielsen 2005). Furthermore, it is usually costly to
incorporate foreign DNA into a host chromosome, as it might disrupt existing
genes or be involved in a costly metabolic reaction (Lawrence and Hendrickson 2005; Koskiniemi et al. 2012; Baltrus 2013).
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Duplication and divergence of genes encoding promiscuous
enzymes
Natural environments fluctuate and organisms evolve to cope with these
changes. Often a new function is required to survive or to outgrow competitors. One way of acquiring a new function is by accumulating mutations that
can modify the active site of an enzyme and thereby allow for a new or improved chemical reaction. As discussed earlier (Trade–offs, p. 24), such mutation accumulation likely comes with a trade–off that may eventually result
in the loss of the original function. As the environmental change does not necessarily infer that the original function of the gene is no longer required, the
duplication–divergence model provides a means of maintaining the old function while evolving a new one. The gene is duplicated, and after evolution the
organism will have two genes, one with the original function and one with a
new function (Dittmar and Liberles 2010) (Figure 9B). However, it is common that the new function required is already present in an existing enzyme,
albeit at a low level and not as the primary function of the enzyme (Jensen
1976; O'Brien and Herschlag 1999; Babtie et al. 2010; Pandya et al. 2014;
Newton et al. 2018).
Enzyme promiscuity
Many modern–day enzymes are highly specialized to carry out a narrow range
of reactions with high efficiency. However, this is the result of evolution over
a long time period and the primordial enzymes most likely possessed a broad
specificity and low efficiency (Jensen 1976; Khersonsky and Tawfik 2010a;
Newton et al. 2018). On the contrary, some enzymes such as glutathione S–
transferases (GSTs) and cytochrome P450s have evolved into broad–specificity enzymes capable of transforming a wide range of different substrates
(Khersonsky and Tawfik 2010b). Modern–day enzymes that evolved to specialize in a narrow range of reactions or only one specific reaction are sometimes able to carry out a different reaction than what they are used for in the
organism (Khersonsky and Tawfik 2010a).
Promiscuity of proteins is common and when the proteins are overexpressed at selective conditions, these weak secondary activities are enough to
result in an increase in fitness (Copley 2003; Khersonsky et al. 2006; Khersonsky and Tawfik 2010a). Several cases of promiscuous proteins have been
reported and include β–lactamase conferring resistance to other classes of β–
lactams (Sun et al. 2009; Adler et al. 2013); HisB, Gph, and YtjC all independently rescuing SerB knockouts in E. coli (Patrick et al. 2007; Yip and
Matsumura 2013); YeaB and ThrB aiding in pyridoxal–5’–phospahte synthesis (Kim et al. 2010); and E. coli sugar kinases rescuing a glucokinase mutant
(Miller and Raines 2004; Miller and Raines 2005; Larion et al. 2007).
It is prevalent that promiscuous enzyme functions are catalyzed at very low
efficiency. However, enzymes can have several promiscuous activities that
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can vary in catalytic efficiency depending on the similarities of the substrates
(van Loo et al. 2010). This can be assessed by analyzing the different types of
bonds broken or formed in the reaction and by the differences in native and
promiscuous reaction mechanisms (Bornscheuer and Kazlauskas 2004).
While primary enzymatic reactions typically have kcat/KM values of 105–108
−1 −1
M s , the variation among the kcat/KM values for promiscuous reactions varies greatly and are usually the values very low (O'Brie and Herschlag 2001;
Catrina et al. 2007; van Loo et al. 2010).
Enzyme specificity is under strong selection pressure but is only selected
to be adequate or sufficient rather than optimal. High specificity comes with
a high energy cost for substrate–binding and a lower turn–over rate (Fersht
1999) indicating that rather than being a selected trait, promiscuity is a result
of enzymes not being selected for maximum efficiency.
Promiscuous enzymes not only provide new reactions, but they can also
rescue the loss of an existent reaction by carrying out the reaction of the lost
enzyme (Yang and Metcalf 2004; McLoughlin and Copley 2008).
There are numerous ways that an enzyme can be promiscuous. It could be
a result of diverse conformational states of the enzyme active site that allows
for various substrates to fit into the catalytic site (Meier and Özbek 2007; Tokuriki and Tawfik 2009b). In some cases, the active site remains the same but
the binding of the substrate differs due to dissimilarities in the hydrogen bonding network (Theodossis et al. 2004). Another way of providing promiscuous
activity is through changes in the protonation state of the catalytic residues
(Wang et al. 2003; Poelarends et al. 2004). Within the same catalytic site, distinct sets of residues can also be responsible for the catalysis of unique reactions (providing subsites within the same catalytic site) (Yeung et al. 2005;
Khersonsky and Tawfik 2006).
Gene amplification and divergence
The concept of gene duplication and divergence was first published in the
1930’s by Haldane (1932) and Fisher (1935), was further developed by Ohno
(Ohno 1970), and has been refined over the last decades (Jensen 1976; Piatigorsky 1991; Hughes 1994; Force et al. 1999; Kondrashov et al. 2002;
Bergthorsson et al. 2007; Näsvall et al. 2012).
A gene duplication comes with a cost (Wagner 2005; Stoebel et al. 2008).
This can be due to the maintenance of excess DNA, the metabolic burden of
overexpressing the duplicated gene, the increased energy requirement of driving an additional chemical reaction, the reduced energy requirement of other
genes, or undesirable interactions with other proteins. The individual contributions of these are hard to disentangle and will depend on the protein and the
system studied. It has been estimated that the cost of amplifications is s = 10−3
per kbp (Pettersson et al. 2008). Given the effective population sizes in bacteria and the size of spontaneous duplications, the extra copy is frequently lost
through recombination (Pettersson et al. 2008; Reams et al. 2010; Näsvall et
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al. 2012). The duplicated gene can also accumulate deleterious mutations
which render the protein nonfunctional. Depending on the underlying mechanism causing a duplication (e.g. through rolling circle amplification, unequal
crossing–over, duplication–inversion, transposable elements), duplication stability relies on the amounts of nearby homologies necessary for homologous
recombination (Andersson and Hughes 2009; Hastings et al. 2009; Kugelberg
et al. 2010). Most duplications are lost as a result of the cost and instability
unless there is a selection pressure for the duplicated copy. In bacterial populations, the spontaneous gain and loss of duplications reaches a steady state at
around 10−5–10−2 duplications per cell and gene at different loci (Anderson
and Roth 1981; Reams et al. 2010).
Following an environmental change, a weak secondary (promiscuous)
function can become beneficial. According to the innovation–amplification–
divergence model, this weak secondary function will be under selection for
improvement by amplifications and mutations (Figure 10).
To make use of the beneficial secondary function of the protein, selection
will favor amplification of the gene (i.e. increased dosage). This increased
dosage enhances the weak secondary activity, buffers against any loss in the
primary activity (Figure 7), and provides a larger mutational target for beneficial mutations (Näsvall et al. 2012) (Figure 10). Under selection for both
increasing a new activity and maintaining the original function, mutations can
accumulate in the different copies of the amplified gene (divergence). Gene
copies with beneficial mutations will be further selected by amplification of
that copy and gene copies with deleterious mutations will be lost through recombination (Näsvall et al. 2012) (Figure 10). The rate of adaption will
largely depend on the selection pressure, the availability of beneficial mutations, and the magnitude of the fitness advantage of the beneficial mutations
(Näsvall et al. 2012; Andersson et al. 2015).
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Figure 10. Innovation–Amplification–Divergence model. To adapt to a new environmental condition, a new function may be required. Selection pressure can be applied
to a weak secondary function of a promiscuous protein that is beneficial in the new
conditions. Selection will drive amplification of the gene, enhancing the secondary
function and buffering the loss of the original function. Mutations can accumulate
and the genes can diverge into separate specialists. With time and improved genes,
the copies can segregate, eventually resulting in two distinct genes, one that specializes in the original function, and one that specializes in the new function.
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De novo origin
Even though many new functions can be acquired through amplification and
divergence, some functions originate from a completely new gene (Figure
9C). However, given the vast number of functions but the limited number of
folds it has been proposed that all new genes and functions originate from
duplication–divergence events (Ohno 1970). The requirements for acquiring
a new function through de novo evolution of a gene are also high, strengthening that argument. A random sequence must first be transcribed (i.e. have an
upstream promoter region), then translated (i.e. have a ribosomal binding site,
a start codon and a stop codon), fold properly, and then exhibit a function. The
resulting polypeptide must also give a fitness benefit high enough and during
a long enough time for evolution to act on it so that it reaches fixation in the
population (Andersson et al. 2015). It seems unlikely that all factors required
for de novo gene birth would arise simultaneously as there would be no positive selection until the gene is fully transcribed and translated. Rather than
arising at the same time, studies indicate that de novo originated genes can
arise by a certain genomic region first being transcribed as noncoding RNA
and then acquiring mutations making the RNA into a translated open reading
frame (ORF) (Reinhardt et al. 2013). There is however evidence that expression and ORF can also be formed within the same time frame (Reinhardt et al.
2013). It has also been shown that de novo genes can originate from pre–existing ORFs that acquire transcription (Heinen et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2014).
Transcription studies of genomes have shown that many loci without protein–encoding genes are transcribed into long noncoding RNAs (Dinger et al.
2008). Some of these long noncoding RNAs contain short ORFs which are
bound by ribosomes and translated into a protein (Wilson and Masel 2011;
Carvunis et al. 2012). If these ORFs provide a beneficial function, they will
be positively selected for and evolve to provide improved function (e.g.
through duplication–divergence). There are also examples of bifunctional
RNAs that act as regulators or structural stabilizers, as well as encoding proteins with an important cellular function (Rastinejad and Blau 1993;
Chooniedass-Kothari et al. 2004; Kloc 2005; Jenny et al. 2006; Dinger et al.
2008).
De novo genes do not always emerge from previously non–coding regions.
A novel ORF can originate by overprinting of another gene. A pre–existing
gene can acquire point mutations that give rise to a new ORF that can be transcribed and translated and have a separate function (Delaye et al. 2008). A
gene can also lose a stop codon in a different frame, allowing for an overlapping gene to be translated from the same mRNA. Similarly, a start codon can
be shifted, again providing a different gene to be translated from the same
mRNA (Delaye et al. 2008). The process is well–studied in viruses and a common mechanism of acquiring new viral genes (Sabath et al. 2012; Pavesi et al.
2013) but is not as common in prokaryotes (Delaye et al. 2008).
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Although protein coding genes can emerge de novo, there is still a major
challenge to overcome. These novel proteins need to fold properly to be functional. Studies examining functionality of randomly generated polypeptides
have shown that functional proteins are rare. In a study of ATP–binding proteins, it was estimated that randomly generated polypeptides that fold and
function (i.e. can bind ATP) emerge with a frequency of about 10−11 (Keefe
and Szostak 2001). In another study of streptavidin–binding proteins, the frequency of functional proteins generated from a random library emerges at a
frequency of 10−12 (Wilson et al. 2001).

Experimental evolution
An inherent problem with studying current states of bacterial systems and
mechanisms is that we cannot study the intermediate states of the natural evolution but only the end–points. To better understand how the evolution of a
certain enzyme occurred in nature, we can use experimental evolution to follow evolution in real–time and study every intermediate on the path to a new
function for example (Peisajovich and Tawfik 2007; Bloom and Arnold 2009;
Tracewell and Arnold 2009).
Experimental evolution is defined as the study of how experimental populations adapt as a response to conditions defined by an experiment (Kawecki
et al. 2012). Experimental evolution is limited by the resolution of fitness
measurements as compared to fitness differences selected for or against in nature. Evolution can also be a very slow process and not all types of evolutionary questions can be tested with experimental evolution as a result of time
requirements. Nevertheless, experimental evolution can still be a powerful
tool to better understand nature, test evolutionary hypotheses, and study problems for human society, such as the development and spread of antibiotic resistance (Conrad et al. 2011; Jacquier et al. 2013; Gullberg et al. 2014; Tenaillon 2018).
One experimental evolution method is batch cultivation. Parallel cultures
with microbial cells are allowed to grow in laboratory medium and a sub–
population is transferred to fresh medium on a regular basis, often daily (called
serial passage) (DePristo et al. 2005). The transfer can be carried out for a set
number of generations, until a certain trait has emerged, or until fitness has
been gained (or fully restored). Whole populations or isolated clones can be
sequenced by whole genome sequencing (WGS) and mutations of interest can
be re–constructed in a wild–type background (Wistrand-Yuen et al. 2018).
Re–constructed strains can be used to disentangle the contributions of single
or multiple mutations to an observed fitness change or a new trait.
The number of cells transferred at each occasion will also determine the
outcome of the experiment as small bottlenecks increase the chance of
changes due to random genetic drift (Kibota and Lynch 1996). Another factor
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affecting evolutionary outcome is the mutation rate. Evolution and the improvement of fitness is dependent on mutations, and with a low mutation rate
little to no adaption will occur. In the case of serial passaging, a low mutation
rate makes the probability of a beneficial mutation very low. On the other
hand, as most mutations are deleterious, a high mutation rate allows for the
accumulation of many deleterious mutations and a rapid decrease in fitness
over the course of the experiment (Kibota and Lynch 1996). The size of the
beneficial fitness effect is also important, as clonal interference lowers the
probability that mutations with very small fitness effects are passed on to the
next round upon passaging.
As bacterial populations are large the probability of random genetic drift
during serial passaging of bacterial populations is low. Thus, mutations with
a high fitness effect will accumulate in the population. Furthermore, this increases the probability of transferring beneficial mutations in the next passage.
As the serial passaging is carried out in laboratory medium, there is a risk
that the bacteria adapt not only to the stressful conditions being studied, but
also to the medium used. When analyzing the mutations from WGS, some
mutations will be an adaption to the intended condition of interest (such as
developing antibiotic resistance) and some mutations will be due to adaption
to the growth media (Gullberg et al. 2011). Adaptive mutations to the growth
medium are often beneficial and the mutations can sweep the population. The
beneficial effect from mutations conferring, for example, antibiotic resistance
might be lower and these mutations could potentially be lost in the population,
resulting in a different experimental outcome than intended. A solution is to
perform evolution experiments with strains that have been pre–adapted to the
growth–conditions used.
As the spontaneous mutation frequency is low, the frequency of the emergence of any new traits will also be low. At times when evolving a new trait
is the experimental goal (such as survival on antibiotics above the minimum
inhibitory concentration (MIC) or growth in a new environment), an increased
mutation rate can be useful to increase the probability of beneficial mutations
(Maisnier-Patin et al. 2005). Overexpression of an error–prone DNA polymerase allowing for more than a 200–fold increase in mutation rate can increase
the pool of mutations available for selection and thus increase the probability
of finding a beneficial mutation (Maisnier-Patin et al. 2005). The overexpression is usually carried out by regulating the error–prone DNA polymerase with
an inducible promoter. The inducing agent can be added during an initial
growth phase to allow for the accumulation of many mutations and then removed when selecting for and assessing fitness in the new environment of
interest (Tracewell and Arnold 2009). As this generates several mutations per
cell, there is a reasonable probability of finding mutations that enable the organism to survive in the new environment.
If the study is limited to evolutionary questions regarding a single protein,
mutations could be introduced directly into that protein rather than to the
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whole chromosome. This is referred to as directed evolution (Dougherty and
Arnold 2009). The protein can be mutagenized by several rounds of error–
prone PCR to introduce mutations whose impact on fitness can be studied. In
this method, all mutations affecting fitness will be localized to a single gene,
and conclusions can be made regarding the function and structure of the protein, the importance of the protein in the cell, the general fitness effect of mutations in the protein in the organism or the ability of the protein to provide a
new function (Nannemann et al. 2011). This procedure provides a way to
mimic the mutations–selection procedure of natural evolution but in a much
faster and more efficient way (Meysman et al. 2013).

Salmonella enterica and Escherichia coli as model
organisms
The organisms used in this work are the two bacterial species Escherichia coli
K–12 MG1655 (designated E. coli in text) and Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhimurium str. LT2 (designated S. enterica in the text). These two species
are both members of the Enterobacteriaceae family and their common ancestor lived about 100–160 million years ago (McClelland et al. 2001; Riley et
al. 2006). They are both facultative aerobic, rod–shaped Gram negatives and
both have genome sizes of about 5 Mbp, each containing approximately 4,500
and 4,600 genes (E. coli and S. enterica respectively) (Meysman et al. 2013)
out of which 2,900 are thought to be orthologous (Meysman et al. 2013). S.
enterica was the sole organism used in Papers I, II and IV whereas Paper III
made use of both S. enterica and E. coli.
E. coli K–12 is a commensal bacterium and a natural inhabitant of the human (and other warm–blooded organisms) lower intestine (Riley et al. 2006;
Meysman et al. 2013). It is commonly used as model organism for bacterial
evolution and also broadly used in biotechnology (Bachmann 1996). It was
originally isolated from a convalescent diphtheria patient in Palo Alto, California but has since then been subjected to X–rays, UV radiation, and acridinorange, which heavily mutated the original genome but allowed for loss of
phage lambda and cured it of the F plasmid present in the original strain
(McClelland et al. 2001; Meysman et al. 2013). E. coli K–12 grows well on
standard laboratory media and has been cultivated in laboratory conditions
since its isolation.
S. enterica is also well suited for laboratory work. It has not been mutagenized (except for adaptation to laboratory conditions during the years after isolation) and allows an easier way of moving genetic material between strains
by transduction as compared to E. coli. S. enterica is a facultative intracellular
pathogen that causes gastroenteritis in humans (Kröger et al. 2012) and it has
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been used as a model organism for more than 50 years to study bacterial evolution (Riley et al. 2006; Kröger et al. 2012; Meysman et al. 2013).
The physiology, genetics and biochemistry are all well studied in both species and they are also appreciated for the ease of culturing as well as the fast
growth rate (de Visser and Krug 2014). There are also a wide range of molecular tools that can be used with the two species, such as phage transduction
and lambda red recombineering.
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Present investigations

Paper I
How a certain genotype relates to a certain phenotype is of fundamental importance in biological research (de Visser and Krug 2014). A part of comprehending this relationship is to understand how a certain mutation (genotype)
affects the fitness of the organism (phenotype). The sum of all these effects
can be seen as a map over a fitness landscape where the beneficial mutations
are hills and deleterious mutations are valleys (Yue et al. 2005; Eyre-Walker
et al. 2006). This map over the landscape can aid our knowledge of the development of disease (Silander et al. 2007), the healthy population size for an
endangered species (Wright 1932), and speciation and the evolution of sex
(Höcker et al. 2001).

Experimental setup
In this paper, we studied the effects of mutations (i.e. the distribution of fitness
effects) in the biosynthetic enzyme HisA in Salmonella enterica to gain a better understanding of how different mutations affect fitness. The (βα)8 fold of
this enzyme is found in approximately 10 % of all known enzymes (O'Brien
and Herschlag 1999; Copley 2003; Bornscheuer and Kazlauskas 2004; Khersonsky and Tawfik 2010a; Pandya et al. 2014) indicating that findings for
HisA can potentially be applied to may enzymes. HisA is conditionally essential and the function of the enzyme can be set to be limit the growth of the
organism. Mutations were introduced by error–prone PCR and the gene was
placed on the chromosome under control of a strong constitutive promoter. In
total, the fitness effects of mutations (ranging from 1–10 mutations per hisA
gene) for 510 different gene variants were determined. Eighty–one of these
variants had a single amino acid substitution and these were analyzed further
at lower expression conditions. Under these conditions, in silico fitness predictions were correlated to the experimental data and the link between residues
crucial for protein function and the measured DFE was determined. We also
examined how the accumulation of several mutations affected fitness and how
epistatic effects influence overall. We were able to relate protein fitness to
organismal fitness and determine how protein levels affect this relationship.
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DFE of all mutants
Studying the DFE of all 510 mutants, we found that the distribution was bimodal at high expression levels, with one mode at neutral and one at lethal.
The neutral mutations mode (i.e. mutations without any measurable fitness
difference compared to wild–type) encompassed 44 % of the mutants, whereas
the lethal mode encompassed 30 % of the mutants. The remaining 26 % of the
mutations ranged from having a minor deleterious effect to nearly lethal effects. In total, the average fitness cost per nonsynonymous mutation was 20.5
% and 10.5 % when including and excluding lethal mutations, respectively.

DFE of single amino acid substitution mutants
When examining the 81 single amino acid substitution mutants at a high expression level, the distribution was unimodal with the mode at neutral fitness
and a tail of mutants with various deleterious effects. This DFE is most likely
due to the robustness of HisA brought about by high expression. High expression allows for reduction in specific enzymatic activity (protein fitness) without loss of growth rate (organismal fitness). Deleterious effects on protein fitness would hence not affect the organismal fitness until the total enzymatic
activity (specific enzymatic activity × enzyme concentration) falls below a
certain threshold. This indicates that high expression can buffer the deleterious
effects of mutations and result in no measurable fitness effects on organism
level even though the enzyme activity is less than wild–type.
To remove the buffering effect of expression, we lowered the expression
level of the enzyme to make HisA function limiting for the growth rate and
subsequently studied the DFE of all 81 single mutants under these conditions.
At low expression levels, the DFE was bimodal with one mode at lethal and
one broad mode centered at 20 % fitness cost.

HisA results compared to other systems
In HisA, no beneficial mutations were found at any expression level. Beneficial mutations have been reported for various proteins at various conditions
but are lacking for HisA. The fractions of lethal mutations have been reported
to vary extensively among proteins and the fraction in HisA was is in line with
previous studies. The amount of neutral mutations in HisA was low compared
to other studies.
The variations reported in literature stress the importance of using highly
sensitive assays to distinguish between fitness effects and the fact that protein
expression must be rate limiting when studying DFE and measuring fitness
via organismal growth. To obtain a more biologically relevant readout of how
a protein function directly impacts organismal fitness, the protein of interest
should be studied in its native locus and expressed under its native conditions.
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Epistatic effects between mutations
Analyzing the whole set of 510 mutations, fitness is expected to decline exponentially as mutations accumulate. If, however, there are epistatic interactions
between mutations, the fitness decrease would deviate from the exponential
function. When synonymous mutations were excluded from the analysis, there
were epistatic effects between the mutations on average, but when synonymous mutations were included, no epistatic effects could be observed on average.

Predicting fitness effects
To be able to forecast evolutionary trajectories, one needs to be able to accurately predict fitness effects of single mutations in an enzyme. We used 40
different tools and measures of biophysical and phylogenetic properties of
proteins to predict the fitness effects of mutations in HisA and assess the accuracy of the predictions. The phylogenetic methods used were substitution
matrices and phylogenetic conservation scores. The biophysical properties analyzed for the mutated amino acid were the shortest distance to the enzyme
substrate, relative accessible surface area, effect on the free folding energy
difference, and melting point changes. In addition, the effect on RNA folding
free energy difference and hybrid/machine learning methods were used. None
of the predictors was able to accurately predict the fitness effect of single mutations, but a linear combination of predictors significantly improved the predictions.

Conclusion
The shape of the fitness distribution is determined by the extent to which high
expression levels mask the effects of mutations on the function of the protein.
On average, the combined deleterious effects of mutations were greater
than expected for their individual contributions, thus demonstrating negative
epistatic interaction between the mutations.
No single fitness predictor could accurately predict the fitness of a certain
mutation. A combination of several different predictors significantly improved the accuracy of predictions.
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Paper II
To survive in a new environment, organisms must adapt to the new conditions.
This might require acquiring a novel function, such as the utilization of a novel
carbon source. To acquire this new function, organisms may make use of a
preexisting but weak and promiscuous function in a native enzyme (Gullberg
et al. 2011; Toprak et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2013). Continued evolution could
then take place by amplification and divergence of the promiscuous enzyme,
ultimately leading to a new enzyme with improved function in the new trait
(O'Brien and Herschlag 1999; Khersonsky et al. 2006; Khersonsky and Tawfik 2010; Näsvall et al. 2012; Pandya et al. 2014; Andersson et al. 2015). The
trade–off between the new and the original activity of the enzyme will dictate
the timing, size and frequency of the required amplifications (Khersonsky et
al. 2006; Soskine and Tawfik 2010; Andersson et al. 2015). The trade–off also
determines what mechanisms of adaption are feasible. Weak trade–offs would
remove the need of amplifications whereas severe trade–offs on the original
activity require compensatory mechanisms such as gene amplifications (Adler
et al. 2015; Andersson et al. 2015).
We used S. enterica HisA to determine the trade–offs between its original
function and acquiring a new (TrpF) activity. HisA is an essential part of the
L–histidine biosynthesis pathway while the TrpF enzyme is an essential part
of the L–tryptophan biosynthesis pathway. These two enzymes share the common (βα)8–barrel fold and carry out the same type of catalytic reaction on
similar substrates. We identified 15 unique mutations in hisA, all of which
provide TrpF activity, but only a fraction retain HisA activity. Eleven of these
mutations, and a previously reported variant were chosen for continued evolution towards TrpF activity and the trade–offs were determined.

Evolving increased TrpF activity
2.2×104 mutated clones of hisA were screened for TrpF activity and 73 clones
were found. Of these, 11 retained HisA activity while the remaining clones
lost all HisA activity, demonstrating the frequent loss of HisA activity upon
evolution of TrpF activity. The TrpF activity varied among the clones that
retained HisA activity, but an even greater disparity in TrpF activity was observed among the clones that lost all HisA activity.
Many of the isolated clones had several mutations and we re–constructed
all single amino acid substitutions that occurred more than once. Fifteen mutations were found to yield TrpF activity and one additional was known from
previous work (Näsvall et al 2012). Of these, 13 clones were found to have
lost all HisA activity.
In summary, this shows that there are strong trade–offs between acquiring
TrpF activity and retaining HisA activity. Furthermore, there are many
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pathways towards TrpF activity, demonstrating the versatility of the (βα)8–
barrel fold to evolve new functions.

Improving TrpF activity
Of the 16 mutants, we selected 12 as a starting point for continued evolution
(henceforth referred to as 12 lineages) towards improved TrpF activity and
determined the shape of the trade–off curve for these separate lineages. The
clones were improved in three steps, at which the clones from the previous
step were mutagenized and the fittest clones were analyzed. In general, the
fitness increased for each step but the variation and maximum of the determined fitnesses differed between the lineages.
During the step–wise evolution, the fittest clones in each step did not always yield the fittest clones in the subsequent step. The improved clones in
each step were often based on suboptimal clones from the previous step.
Upon repeating some of the evolution steps for some of the lineages, the
fitness among the new sets of clones resembled the fitness among the original
ones. However, the isolated clones in each step were not always the progeny
of the same clones as the isolated clones in the original isolation of improved
clones. Thus, there is a vast number of possible mutations resulting in increased fitness. We also observed epistatic effects between the mutations during the step–wise increase of fitness.
The HisA activity was commonly lost as TrpF activity was improved. No
starting mutant lacking HisA activity regained that activity. This is in stark
contrast to previous findings indicating that HisA is very robust at high expression levels.

Expression levels affect the shape of the trade–off curve
In a previous study, protein expression levels were shown to influence the
distribution of fitness effects (DFE) (Paper I). Therefore, all re–constructed
hisA variants providing TrpF activity were also put under control of an inducible promoter and tested at high and low expression levels. The resulting data
was then compared to that from the experiments using the original constitutive
promoter. With the original promoter, three variants had both HisA and TrpF
activity, of which one had a HisA fitness lower than wild–type levels. At high
expression from the inducible promoter, all variants increased in TrpF fitness.
None the three hisA variants with both HisA and TrpF activity had any measurable fitness cost in HisA activity and no variant originally lacking HisA activity gained in this activity. At low expression, the HisA activity of the variants with double activity varied but all three still had an activity lower than
wild–type levels.
The trade–off between original and new activity is hence highly dependent
on the expression level of the protein. Thus, the up–regulation of enzymes can
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aid in the evolution of novel activities and buffer deleterious effects of mutations.

Mutational pathways
The mutations that led to the increase in TrpF activity differed between the
lineages. During evolution towards increased TrpF activity, a total of 848
amino acid substitutions were observed. Of these, 16 amino acid substitutions
were observed six or more times in the different isolated clones but the most
common mutation found in each lineage differed between lineages. Many of
the mutations occurred in amino acids that interact with either of the two phosphates of the HisA native substrate. These interactions are thought to be important for positioning of the substrate. Mutations in these residues could improve the positioning of the TrpF substrate. Some mutations occurred in positions with no known interaction with the HisA substrate and were thought to
affect the enzyme structure, and thereby improving TrpF substrate binding.
Several single mutations known to provide TrpF activity were also observed
during the step–wise evolution.

Conclusions
In conclusion, several mutations and mutational pathways lead to improved
TrpF activity. HisA activity was on rare occasions possible to maintain at poor
TrpF activity. Complete loss of HisA activity was observed in all strains that
gained high TrpF activity.
The mutational pathways differed depending on starting point but numerous mutations were found in several lineages. Some mutations improved TrpF
activity on their own and others did so only in a certain mutational background, suggesting epistatic interactions between mutations.
In contrast to previous studies on other proteins, evolution towards increased TrpF activity conferred strong trade–offs on the original HisA activity. The fitness was highly dependent on hisA expression levels and expression
levels are thus an important determinant for the shape of the trade–off curve
and the paths available during continued evolution.
Finally, the fittest mutation in each step of the evolution experiments seldom gave rise to the fittest mutants in the succeeding step. Thus, the fitness
landscape is rugged and epistatic interactions between mutations determine
the fitness.
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Paper III
Laboratory evolution experiments have improved our understanding of evolution of antibiotic resistance (Tenaillon et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2013; Tenaillon et al. 2016), convergent and parallel evolution (Blaby et al. 2012) and industrial innovations (Orr 2005; Dettman et al. 2012; Tenaillon et al. 2012). All
of these studies have been dependent on evolving a new phenotype, whole
genome sequencing of the resulting strains, and determining the genotype responsible for the observed phenotype.
Mutations leading to increased fitness in the studied trait will be acquired
during evolution. There is also a selection for mutations improving fitness in
the growth conditions used, such as standard laboratory media. To disentangle
the mutations arising from the intended selection pressure and those arising
from adaption to the growth conditions used, we studied the adaptations to
commonly used laboratory media.

Adaptation to laboratory media
We selected for adaptive mutations in E. coli and S. enterica in four liquid
laboratory media; two complex media (lysogeny broth (LB) and Mueller Hinton broth (MH)) and two minimal media (M9 minimal medium supplemented
with either 0.2% glycerol (M9gly) or 0.2% glucose (M9glu)). The strains were
cycled for 500–1,000 generations.
Whole genome sequencing revealed 138 unique mutations in E. coli and
83 mutations in S. enterica. About half of the mutations observed in each species were amino acid substitutions. The mutations could be grouped into two
categories: those that directly affected resource utilization and those that conferred a more global effect on gene expression.
Little mutational overlap was found between the two species evolved in the
same media. However, within the same species, the same genes were mutated
under several growth conditions. The same nucleotide mutation within the
same gene in parallel independent lineages is uncommon (Barberán et al.
2014; Gilbert et al. 2014; Manoharan et al. 2015; Anantharaman et al. 2016;
Locey and Lennon 2016). Several of the mutations observed in this study have
been previously reported, indicating parallelism in the evolution. On the contrary, some mutations from previous studies using similar conditions were not
found, thus showing that subtle variations in growth conditions and genotype
of the starting strain (even within the same species) affects the selection of
mutations.

Coupling genotype to phenotype
To elucidate the importance of single mutations, mutations appearing in several lineages were re–constructed alone or in combination with other
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mutations in the parental non–evolved background. The fitness of the re–constructed strains was assessed by competition experiments (measuring fitness
over the whole growth curve) and by exponential growth rate assays (examining only the exponential growth rate). In most cases, fitness increased for the
re–constructed strains containing a single mutation. In general, fitness also
increased for the re–constructed strains containing combinations of several
mutations. We sometimes observed an increase in fitness of strains carrying
two mutations with no discernible individual fitness advantage, thus suggesting epistatic effects between mutations.
The increase in fitness differed between the conditions used. In minimal
media, the effects were generally larger and more varied than in complex media and most effects were observed on exponential growth rate. In complex
media, there was generally no measurable increase in exponential growth rates
but rather improvements in lag or stationary phase. This is likely due to the
two species being more pre–adapted to the complex media than to the minimal
media.

Adaptations to different media
For E. coli grown in LB, we observed several mutations to nutrient uptake
systems resulting in, for example, increased uptake of glutamic acid and allowing for it to be utilized as a carbon source. In S. enterica, mutations affecting the motility (such as mutations in flagella) were commonly found as well
as mutations restoring the function of the trehalose uptake system. Restoration
of this system also decreased the standard deviation up to 10–fold when competing two restored mutants against each other.
Neither E. coli or S. enterica can utilize starch as a carbon source. However,
S. enterica evolved in Muller Hinton (MH) medium that is rich in starch acquired several mutations in genes involved in the utilization of starch degradation products, suggesting that simpler oligosaccharides are formed from
starch degradation during preparation of MH.
The M9 minimal medium is an inorganic sodium phosphate buffer with
essential trace elements present only as a result of component impurities and
is usually supplemented with either glucose or glycerol as the sole carbon
source. These conditions are quite unlike the rich and complex environment
in animal guts where both E. coli and S. enterica are commonly found. In M9
supplemented with glycerol, glycerol utilization was improved in both species. In M9 supplemented with glucose, no overlap of mutations between the
species could be found.

Conclusions
There is a vast number of possible mutations the two species can acquire to
adapt to the different media tested. The pathways towards increased fitness in
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the media are very different with few overlaps between mutations in the different conditions and species. The majority of the tested mutations were beneficial, and fitness increased when several mutations were combined. Fitness
measurements as measured by exponential growth rate and by competition
experiments were similar in minimal media conditions, but differed in complex media.
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Paper IV
Microorganisms can thrive in many different environments. This requires the
ability to utilize a diverse set of metabolites (Bhattacharya et al. 2003; Copley
2003; Nielsen 2003; Fani and Fondi 2009; Nobeli et al. 2009; Khersonsky and
Tawfik 2010b). Promiscuous enzymes and coupled biochemical pathways increase the metabolic repertoire of an organism (Sokurenko et al. 1999; Eisenreich et al. 2010; Bianconi et al. 2011; Rohmer et al. 2011; Fuchs et al. 2012).
The ability of an organism to evolve new metabolic capabilities dictates its
ability to colonize new environments. This also depends on the constraints and
trade–offs that accompany the novel metabolic capabilities. Understanding
these capabilities can improve our knowledge of how pathogens can colonize
human hosts (Gutnick et al. 1969).

Novel metabolic capabilities
In this study, we examined if S. enterica could evolve to utilize a non–native
carbon compound as sole carbon source. We selected a set of 124 compounds
known not to be used as a carbon source for S. enterica (Gutnick et al. 1969)
and tested a large mutagenized population of S. enterica for growth with these
compounds as the sole carbon source. The large population size allowed for
every single possible point mutation to be examined.

Mutational trajectories
S. enterica gained ability to utilize 18 of the 124 (14 %) tested compounds as
the sole carbon source. In four of these cases, we identified that a single mutation caused the phenotype and showed that the activation of cryptic operons
and re–wiring of metabolic pathways provided a path towards these novel phenotypes. In two cases, no mutational overlaps were found between clones able
to grow on the same compound suggesting multiple available routes for utilization of certain non–native compounds. Furthermore, mutants with a novel
phenotype not transferable by P22 transduction to a wild–type background
suggest that multiple mutations were required for the utilization of the specific
carbon source.

Re–wiring metabolic pathways
Some carbon sources are not utilized due to physiological constraints within
the cell. One such constraint we found was the utilization of isoleucine. This
compound can be degraded into acetyl co–A by S. enterica to be used for generating other carbon compounds within the cell. The production of isoleucine
utilizes the same enzymes required for valine and leucine biosynthesis, thus
excess isoleucine can inhibit the production of valine and leucine, resulting in
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starvation of these two amino acids. In the strains that overcame this physiological constraint, we observed mutations in a protein that is directly involved
in this feedback inhibition, most likely relaxing the inhibition and allowing
for synthesis of valine and leucine in the presence of excess isoleucine.

Trade–offs during acquisition of novel phenotypes
The evolution of novel phenotypes can be limited by physiological constraints, but it can also be limited by trade–offs between the native and the
new abilities. Mutations allowing utilization of isoleucine as carbon source
result in the inability to grow on poor carbon sources like acetate and citrate.
Mutations allowing growth on threonine as sole carbon source result in decreased growth rate (with respect to the ancestor) on minimal media with glucose as sole carbon source.

Conclusions
Our study highlights the vast possibilities of organisms to acquire novel metabolic capabilities from point mutations. We show that cryptic operons can be
a source for the acquisition of new functions and that removal of physiological
constraints by mutations allows for evolution of novel capabilities. Furthermore, we show that trade–offs constrain the evolution towards novel capabilities.
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Concluding remarks

One of the most fundamental questions in genome biology is how new genes
and novel functions have originated. The evolution of new genes and functions
enables bacteria to adapt to new selection pressures and environments, to colonize new niches, and to increase in complexity.
The acquisition of novel metabolic capabilities was studied in different
ways in Papers II, III and IV and was shown to be caused by single point
mutations in S. enterica (Papers II and IV). In Paper II, this occurred through
the introduction of a new activity into an already existing enzyme. In Paper
IV, novel capabilities were achieved through increased expression of relevant
genes by mutations in regulatory proteins. Even though they were not novel,
metabolic capabilities were significantly improved in Paper III by effects on
global gene expression.
Differences in gene expression affected the metabolic capabilities of S. enterica in Papers III and IV. The gene dosage was also important for the overall effect of mutations on fitness. In Paper I, we show that mutations that are
very deleterious to the activity of the protein can still appear neutral when
measuring fitness of the organism. Elevated expression levels can buffer the
effect of mutations on protein activity. This can potentially aid in the evolution
of new genes or functions by allowing more mutations to be tested in the organism without fitness trade–offs. These buffering mechanisms were also
seen in Paper II, where certain mutations in S. enterica HisA that resulted in
a novel activity were buffered by high expression such that no measurable
effect on the native activity of the enzyme could be detected. The fitness as
measured by the amount of novel activity was also heavily affected by the
expression level, ranging from no measurable activity to high, but suboptimal
activity.
It is well known that epistasis is a common phenomenon during evolution
(Bershtein and Tawfik 2008; Phillips 2008; de Visser et al. 2011; Perfeito et
al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2013; Chou et al. 2014; Bank et al. 2016; Li et al. 2016;
Sarkisyan et al. 2016; Wistrand-Yuen et al. 2018) and epistasis was observed
in all papers in this thesis. In Paper I, it was shown that during the accumulation of random mutations, there are epistatic interactions between the mutations. In both Papers II and III, epistasis had a significant positive effect on
the development of new capabilities. In Papers II and IV, the suggested epistatic interaction had an effect on the trade–off between evolving a new function while maintaining the original function.
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In conclusion, I have examined different pathways of evolution towards
new functions, described the mechanisms behind them, and revealed constraints and difficulties associated with such evolution.
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Future perspectives

In Paper II, we studied the trade-offs during evolution of the biosynthetic
enzyme HisA upon acquiring and improving novel TrpF activity. In S. enterica, the biosynthesis of L-histidine and L-tryptophan is divided between the
HisA and TrpF enzymes and their respective operons. However, in Actinobacteria, there is no specialized TrpF enzyme. Instead the phosphoribosyl isomerase A (PriA) can catalyze both the reactions of HisA and TrpF. In Paper
II, we were able to isolate several clones that were capable of performing both
reactions and one of these had a Q18R mutation. In a previous study, a duplication of amino acids 13-15 (dup13-15; amino acids VVR) also introduced
TrpF activity in HisA, at the expense of all HisA activity. This elongated a
flexible loop and positioned an arginine (R) in position 18, making it a variant
of the single Q18R mutation. HisA activity was restored upon acquisition of
a D10G or G11D mutation in the dup13-15 duplication. The dup-13-15 creates
a longer loop 1 in HisA that clashes with loop 5 and as a result, amino acids
important for the HisA reaction are unable to interact with the substrate
(Söderholm et al. 2015; Newton et al. 2017). As this clashing does not occur
in the Q18R mutant, it retains the HisA activity. In another study, it was also
found that for the dup13-15 variant, a valine in position 16 affects both HisA
and TrpF activity of the dup13-15 variant (Erdélyi 2016). Other changes in
direct vicinity of the duplicated amino acids were also shown to change the
activities. How these subtle amino acid changes at certain positions modify
the function from a HisA specialist to a TrpF specialist, restores HisA activity
in a TrpF specialist, or provides a promiscuous enzyme available for further
evolution towards increased TrpF activity remains unclear and would be interesting to investigate.
In Paper II, we also observed that during step-wise evolution towards increased TrpF activity in the HisA enzyme, the most fit clone only gave rise to
improved clones in roughly half of the studied cases. In the other instances, a
less fit clone(s) gave rise to all of the variants with improved TrpF activity in
the following step, indicating epistasis. We observed that a few mutations
were able to increase fitness in several different lineages, while other mutations were specific to a particular lineage. The mechanisms underlying these
improvements and how a particular combination of mutations alters the HisA
structure and improves the TrpF activity is beyond the scope of Paper II and
would be interesting to examine further by kinetic measures and structural
studies.
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